
 Being Economical with Words

1 a coma induced by drugs a drug-induced coma
2 a device which saves time a time-saving device 
3 a drug which saves lives a life-saving drug
4 a house infested by rats a rat-infested house
5 a machine for the kidneys that enhances life a life-enhancing kidney machine
6 a missile that seeks a source of heat to determine its target a heat-seeking missile
7 a poet weary of the world a world-weary poet
8 a public weary of strikes a strike-weary public
9 a view that has been long-held a long-held view
10 alarms damaged by smoke smoke-damaged alarms
11 an alloy that resists heat a heat-resistant alloy
12 an illness related to children a child-related illness
13 disabilities related to age age-related disabilities
14 a relative who has been lost for a long time a long-lost relative
15 incentives for a period of time which is long long-term incentives
16 mountains were capped by snow snow-capped mountains 
17 soldiers hardened by battle battle-hardened soldiers
18 an opinion that is held widely a widely-held opinion
19 solutions which cut the normal processes short short-cut solutions
20 a fact which is not known by many people a little-known fact
21 terrorism sponsored by a state state-sponsored terrorism
22 the top of the desk covered by dust the dust-covered desktop
23 a belt that you attach to your seat in the car a seatbelt 
24 a centre dedicated to the welfare of animals an animal welfare centre
25 a centre which does research into accidents an accident research centre 
26 a centre which is a refuge for women a women's refuge centre
27 a dictionary in both German and English a German-English dictionary 
28 a disease that threatens life a life-threatening disease
29 a drink that is excellent for your health a health drink
30 a factory that makes cars a car factory
31 a group that promises action on the poverty of children a child-poverty action group
32 a market for meat where only wholesalers go a wholesalers' meat market
33 a massive crisis because of debt a massive debt crisis 
34 a museum for tanks used in WWII = a WWII tank museum
35 a period where countries are racing to increase their arms an arms race 
36 a range used for firing by trainee soldiers a firing range 
37 a report on progress a progress report
38 a scheme to pay pensions run by unions a union-run pension scheme
39 a sheet with the same songs on it the same songsheet
40 a spray that repels insects and which is non-toxic a non-toxic insect repellent
41 a system developed for domestic security a domestic security system
42 a test on my blood a blood test 
43 a training school for groups playing rock a rock group training school
44 an alibi which was cast iron a cast-iron alibi 
45 an interview for a job today a job interview 
46 an invasion by land led by NATO a NATO-led land invasion
47 an operation where the heart is by-passed a heart by-pass operation
48 a centre for relations with customers a customer relations centre
49 food for dogs dog food 
50 learning which is child centred child-centred learning 
51 obesity among children child obesity
52 the abuse of drugs among teenagers teenage drug abuse 
53 the compound where cars used by the police are kept the police car compound
54 the computer used nationally by the police the police national computer
55 the consumption of fossil fuels fossil-fuel consumption 
56 the costs of production production costs 
57 the rotation of crops crop rotation 
58 the team that looks after security at the airport airport security team 
59 the threat of a strike by the union a union strike-threat
60 a  system for missiles based on the land to fire from one an intercontinental land-based missile system
61 a centre run by the government that gives out information to the a government-run public information centre
62 a centre where illegal immigrants are detained an illegal-immigrant detention centre
63 a group financed by the UN researching into the risks of cancer a UN financed stomach cancer research group
64 a strategy for investment with risks that are very high a high-risk investment strategy
65 a study financed by the state of the dependency on benefits a state-financed benefits-dependency study
66 a sub-committee that assesses risks risk assessment sub-committee 
67 a survey of consumers financed by supermarkets a supermarket-financed consumer survey
68 a system developed for controlling traffic operating with a computer-operated traffic control system
69 a technician accredited by Microsoft to work on networks a Microsoft-accredited network technician
70 a unit sponsored by UNESCO that researches infant mortality a UNESCO-sponsored infant-mortality research unit 
71 management for finance that has low costs low-cost financial management
72 the committee investigating accidents in mines the mine-accident investigation committee
73 the inspector of health sent by the local council the local council health-inspector
74 the race from London to Brighton for antique cars the London to Brighton antique car race
75 an activity which is intensive as far as labour is concerned a labour-intensive activity


